To enhance the user involvement and strengthen the sense of community participation, the concept of interactive news has been proposed and attracted lots of attention. In this paper, we propose a heuristic recommendation system for interactive news, called the graph-based broad behavior-aware network (G-BBAN). Different from most of existing work, our network considers six behaviors that may potentially be conducted by users, including unclick, click, like, follow, comment, and share. Further, we introduce the core and coritivity concept from graph theory into the system to measure the concentration degree of interests of each user, which we show can help to improve the performance even further if it's considered. There are three critical steps in our recommendation system. First, we build a structured user-dependent interaction behavior graph for multi-level and multi-category data as a preprocessing step. This graph constructs the data sources and knowledge information which will be used in G-BBAN through representation learning. Second, for each user node on the graph, we calculate its core and coritivity and then add the pair as a new feature associated to this user. According to the definition of core and coritivity, this user-dependent feature provides useful insights into the concentration degree of his/her interests and affects the trade-off between accuracy and diversity of the personalized recommendation. Last, we represent item (news) information by entity semantics and environment semantics; design a multi-channel convolutional neural network called G-CNN to learn the semantic information and an attention-based LSTM to learn user's behavior representation; combine with previous concentration feature and input into another two fully connected layers to finish the classification task. The whole network consists of the final G-BBAN. Through comparing with baselines and several variates of itself, our proposed method shows the superior performance in extensive experiments.
Introduction
Because of high accessibility, electronic media, such as news apps or social networking apps on a smartphone, are challenging traditional media and have gradually become the primary way for people to access new information. According to statistics, in the first half of 2018, the number of monthly active users of Tencent News App, one of the most popular apps in China, had surpassed 280 million. To improve the user experience, many news content providers have launched a series of interactive news pages. Therefore the product positioning is now transferring from quantity level to quality level. Figure 1 is the mockup of Tencent News App. In the news page, users
The Graph-based Broad Behavior-Aware Recommendation System for Interactive News of different technical tricks, we have collaborative filtering (CF) recommendation [6, 32] , content-based (CB) recommendation [2, 4, 25] , and hybrid recommendation [7, 17] . Besides above classification, the tools we use are also different among different cases. For example, [5] proposed Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), which has wide application in CF. [10] considered Gibbs sampling to simplify the implement of LDA. [31, 33] applied matrix factorization and completion technique. [21] combined system with a dynamic model to interpret the evolution of user interest. For more details, we point reader to [30] and the references therein. In the new century, thanks to the rapid development of hardware, deep learning methods have shown the superiority in the field of image recognition, speech recognition, and machine translation in the past decades [24, 1, 8, 34, 13, 45, 22] . Recently, people also used CNN and RNN in several recommendation experiments, which can help to achieve better performance. Our work is closely related to this research line and we will introduce in detail later.
Though research on news recommendation has been pushed into different directions, most of existing methods still use single click behavior as the unique criterion of judging users preferences. This is compromisable for recommending traditional news since click behavior is the only feedback from users. However, for interactive news, it will result in a biased prediction by losing sight of other feedback (i.e. behaviors). For example, if an user follows many bloggers who post same topic of news, it strongly suggests that we should recommend news in this topic to this user, and this information will be lost if one only focuses on the click behavior. Further, in a more realistic world, the concentration degree of user's interests varies from user to user, so each user has own demand on the diversity extent of news. Instead of using a global feature to control the system diversity globally, which is discussed in [16] , a more appropriate way is to extract an user-dependent concentration feature and make it involved when training the system. To address above two issues, the following question naturally arises:
How to build a systematic learning mechanism for multiple behaviors with a reasonable measure of user's concentration degree.
In this work, we answer above question by our proposed model called graph-based broad behavior-aware network (G-BBAN). Basically, we leverage the broad learning [41] , graph theory [38] , and domain-specific knowledge graph [39] to formulate users and news representation in a better way, based on which we process six-classification task with G-BBAN. Here, the six possible behaviors are: unclick, click, like, follow, comment, and share. The inputs are the sequence of users behaviors and candidate news, while the outputs are the probability of each potential behavior on candidate news. Building a system under this setup is more reasonable for interactive news recommendation than only doing biclassification task and using click-through rate (CTR) (definition is in [46] ) as the criterion of assessing accuracy. Note that we can make use of all feedback from users through G-BBAN. To be concise, we briefly introduce the structure of G-BBAN and details in each step will be clear in next two sections.
Given a dataset including all users, news, the behavior sequence of each user, the category, topic, and tag of each piece of news etc., we first build an user-dependent interaction behavior graph. Each node on the graph represents either a user, a piece of news, a category, or a topic etc., and whether there exists an edge between two nodes is determined by whether they have realistic connection. For example, the edge between user node and news node implies this user has browsed this piece of news, so one of six behaviors happened in the history. Furthermore, we assign this edge a weight according to behavior type, which increases proportionally from "unclick" to "share". In the second step, we focus on two things in parallel. One is to calculate core and coritivity for each user node as its concentration feature; the other is to learn a vector representation for each node. Detailed algorithm is presented in Section 2 and weight setup is presented in Section 3. Third, based on the vector representation, we construct the inputs of a multi-channel G-CNN and an attention-based LSTM to learn news and users representation, respectively. We should mention that, different from usually CNN, we consider both entity semantics and environment semantics. So, for each piece of news, we concatenate its topic/category/tag vectors for not only those nodes that are connected to it directly (we call first-order topic/category/tag), but also those nodes that are connected to nearby news in its certain neighborhood (we call higher-order topic/category/tag). In fact, we also assign weighs on those vectors in descending order as the level gets deeper. In short, our input to G-CNN is a tensor instead of a matrix in usual case. Finally, we combine all features learned in the third step and concentration feature calculated in second step together, input into two fully connected neural network and finish the six-classification task. This whole mechanism including the behavior graph consists of G-BBAN.
To wrap up, interactive news page is a new scenario in news apps where a systematic learning mechanism for multiple behaviors is necessary. There are limited work considering this more generalized news recommendation problem so far. As we expected, the breadth of features is particularly important to break the bottleneck of deep learning. Simple feature cannot meet the need of personalized recommendation system anymore. Meanwhile, user's concentration degree on the interests affects his/her behavior patterns when reading news. For example, users with high concentration degree tend to generate a lot of similar behaviors for a certain type of news. On the contrary, users with low concentration degree tend to have more diverse behaviors. In our work, we exploit core and coritivity concept, proposed by [40] for graph theory, to extract a reasonable measure of concentration degree from interaction behavior graph. Based on this technique, we can recommend news to different users at different diversity levels. To the best of our knowledge, we are the very first one to incorporate this feature into recommendation system. Contribution: Our contribution in this paper can be summarized as following five-fold:
• Within the recommendation system, we establish a data foundation called interaction behavior graph, based on users interactive behaviors and profiles. It includes users, news, topics, posters, categories, tags as entity vertices (i.e. nodes).
• We focus on connection information of nodes on the graph, obtain the node sequences by applying random walk method, and learn the network representation.
• We propose the concept of user concentration feature to measure the demand on news diversity of each user. This auxiliary feature is determined by core and coritivity of the user subgraph. By including this feature, we can adaptively recommend news from different diversity levels and further build an user-oriented system. The advantage of this adaptation will finally reflect on the performance of the system.
• We embed a multi-channel network G-CNN and an attention-based LSTM in G-BBAN to learn entity and environment semantics and learn behavior sequence representation, respectively. Another two layers aim to detect potential associations among news further.
• We apply G-BBAN to a real dataset from Tencent News App and show its superiority through comprehensive comparisons with state-of-the-art methods and its own variants.
Related work: There is a plethora of literature on training recommendation system from deep neural network. For example, [23] proposed a framework based on RNN to generate user representation with browsing histories as input sequence. In addition, DeepFM in [12] considered learning feature interactions through a new neural network architecture, which combines the power of factorization machines for recommendation and deep learning for feature learning. YouTubeNet in [9] applied the classic two-stage information retrieval dichotomy for video recommendation, achieved by deep candidate generation model and deep ranking model respectively. Collaborative Deep Learning in [36] , a hierarchical Bayesian model, addressed the sparsity issue in ratings and jointly performed deep representation learning for the content information and collaborative filtering for the ratings matrix. Neural CF in [14] focused on generalizing matrix factorization and replacing inner product on the latent features of users and items by multi-layer perceptron. All aforementioned work built popular deep-learning-based recommendation systems. However, they are less concerned with several issues including the timeliness of news recommendation, the contextual connection, the sensitivity of user preference, and the demand for news diversity.
To resolve those issues, people take advantage of representation learning to incorporate other auxiliary features into the system. Specifically, for the news recommendation, [19] proposed a multi-channel deep fusion approach towards representation learning for personalized recommendation. [37] used a knowledge graph to extract latent knowledge-level connections among news for having a more precise recommendation. However, they separate the features of users and news from each other so that some implicit connections among features are ignored. Also, though their general-purpose knowledge graph can enhance the entity-based information, it fails to catch any behavior-based information for a specific user. On this aspect, to understand behavior connections among news and users in a deeper level, a more targeted domain-specific knowledge graph is required [39] . Comparing with previous mentioned work, our task is in a more complicated scenario. The characteristics of news on interactive page need to be used not only for distinguishing multiple behaviors (i.e. six possible behaviors) of each user but also for estimating concentration feature. To address the implicit connections among users and news, we build the interaction behavior graph and use tools from graph theory on one hand. On the other hand, we use CNN to learn the environment semantics around each piece of news with certain weights determined by the distance away from the candidate news on the graph, and this is immersed in learning entity semantics.
Structure of the paper: In Section 2, we introduce some preliminary concepts including core and coritivity theory, network representation learning, and also formulate our considered recommendation problem. In Section 3, we delve into the detail of our model, G-BBAN, and some intermediate algorithms we are based on. Then, we conduct extensive comparisons with different advanced models with real data in Section 4 and give a conclusion in Section 5.
Preliminary and Problem Formulation
In this section, we introduce the concept of core, coritivity, and network representation learning, and then formulate the recommendation problem considered in this paper. In our context, the terminologies of node and entity are exchangeable.
Core and Coritivity
In a network, there are always some entities that are locating at important positions and playing crucial roles. Removing these entities may lead the network to enter a decentralized state. We call these entities cores of the graph network. To study cores and their effects, [40] proposed the concept of core and coritivity, which quantitatively measures the importance of a set of nodes by the number of connected components showing up after deleting the nodes and their incident edges from the graph. The formal definitions are as follows.
Definition 1 (Coritivity).
Given an undirected connected graph G, with V(G) and E(G) representing the node set and edge set respectively, the coritivity h(G) of the graph G is defined as:
where C(G) denotes the set of all vertex cuts of G, and ω(G − S) is the number of connected components of G − S. For S ⊆ V(G), G − S denotes the graph obtained by deleting node set S together with all edges incident with any node in S. |S| stands for the number of nodes in S.
Definition 2 (Core). Set S is called a core of graph G, if S ∈ C(G) and satisfies
According to definitions, it's useful to note that each network has a unique coritivity value but may have many different cores. Each core is a cut set that satisfies (2). Our work applies core and coritivity concept and use the pair (|S|, h(G)) of each subgraph induced by specific user to measure the concentration degree on his/her interests. It's easy to see the larger h(G) or |S| implies the more connected components or important nodes, further implies the lower concentration degree and the larger demand on news diversity. Since the coritivity indicates the importance of core nodes, given a network, the most fundamental problem is to design an algorithm to calculate the coritivity. [42] proved that exactly computing the coritivity is an NP-hard problem in general. Fortunately, inspired by [44] , we can use a heuristic algorithm based on the Max-Min Ant System (MMAS) to calculate approximately.
Network Representation Learning
The network is a common and convenient way to represent entities and relationships (or implicit connections) among them. The representation learning or feature learning studies how to convert the network information to dense, low-dimensional, real-valued vectors, which can be used as the inputs of machine learning algorithms directly. This area has attracted great attention since techniques in representation learning allow a system to automatically discover the features from raw data and transfer network information to quantitative relation. To be specific, the input is a graph and the outputs are series of vectors associated to each node on the graph. The target we want to achieve is: the closer two nodes on the graph is, the larger the inner product of two vectors will be.
Let's introduce two methods that we are based on: DeepWalk [26] and Node2vec [11] .
• DeepWalk uses local information obtained from several random walks with certain length on the network to learn latent representations, and treats node sequences as the equivalent of sentences. It utilizes the SkipGram and Hierarchical Softmax model to probabilize the pairs of nodes in each local window in the random walk sequence, and finally maximizes the likelihood by the stochastic gradient descent. SkipGram is a language model that maximizes the cooccurrence probability among the words. It tries to maximize classification of a word based on another word in the same sentence. More precisely, it use each current word as an input to a log-linear classifier with continuous projection layer, and predict words within a certain range before and after the current word.
• Node2vec extends the DeepWalk algorithm by developing a flexible biased random walk procedure, which can explore neighborhoods in both breadth-first sampling (BFS) and depth-first sampling (DFS) fashion. It defines two parameters p and q to guide the walk. Consider a random walk just traversed edge (t, v) and now resides at node v, the walk now needs to decide on the next step, so it evaluates the transition probabilities π vx on edges (v, x) leading from v. We set the unnormalized transition probability to be π vx = α pq (t, x) · w vx , where
and d tx denotes the shortest path distance between nodes t and x, and w vx is the weight of edge (v, x). Note that d tx must be one of 0, 1, 2, and hence, the two parameters are necessary and sufficient to guide the walk.
Problem Formulation
We formulate the news recommendation problem as follows. For a given user i, we denote the behavior history set by
is the j-th news triggered by user i, and N i is the total number of user's triggered news. Here "trigger" means user has browsed this news. Each news b in the behavior history is composed of a sequence of words indicating contents, tags, primary and secondary categories, i.e.
Surely, each news b will be associated with different users on the interaction behavior graph. Given behavior history set for all users, we aim to predict whether user i will behave positively on a candidate news b j that he/she has not seen before. Further, if he/she tends to behave positively, what's the probability of each of five possible behaviors (from click to follow).
The Proposed Method
The framework of our proposed method is composed of interaction behavior graph generation, network representation learning, user concentration feature learning, user and news representation, and behavior prediction.
As shown in Figure 2 , our recommendation system takes one piece of candidate news and a sequence of user's triggered news as inputs. We first construct data foundation so called interaction behavior graph by combining users profiles and behaviors logs. Then, we get the node embedding by conducting network representation learning. For each piece of news, a special-designed G-CNN is used to process its contents, topics, tags and categories and further generate news representation. For each user, we extract subgraph feature as user concentration feature and use LSTM to learn the behavior representation. Finally, we combine the user embedding with the candidate news embedding, and feed them into two-layer fully connected neural network to calculate the predicted probability that user will act. In the following, we will interpret each part thoroughly with an emphasis on the novelty. 
Construction of Behavior Graph
Users behaviors are becoming more and more diversified, and interactions among users are increasing as well. Therefore, the representation of user behavior characteristics has to be addressed seriously for having a good recommendation system. However, the existing feature representation methods have different limitations on displaying abstract relationships between various parts. In order to fully exploit the associated information among entities, we build a structured user interaction behavior graph for multi-level and multi-category data, which is also a critical foundation for our recommendation system and allows us to combine deep learning methods with tools from graph theory. We should point out that using a graph to represent complicated relationship is especially suitable for interactive news recommendation.
After researching the topic product form, we analyze the interaction factors under market scenario and construct the user interaction behavior graph by integrating users profiles and behaviors logs. Our interaction behavior graph contains seven types of entity nodes: news, posters, users, topics, tags, primary categories, and secondary categories. They are expressed as B, U f , U, T, Tg, C1, C2 respectively. The formulation of the graph G is given by
where V is the vertex set of the graph and we have V = B ∪ U f ∪ U ∪ T ∪ Tg ∪ C1 ∪ C2; E is the edge set which contains labels and weights; and ϕ is the relationship projecting each edge to its two vertices. In our work, the weight is calculated according to different edge types. For the user-news edge, we assign the weight based on user's behavior, which increases proportionally from unclick to share. For the usercategory/tag/topic/poster edge, the weight is assigned by the proportion of each class of news that user has browsed. For the news-topic edge, we assign the weight to be 0.5 since each piece of news belongs to a unique topic (i.e. it does not connect to other topics node). For the news-category/tag/poster edge, we set weight by proportion similarly.
The user interaction behavior graph contains multiple features of users and news, and integrates the relationships among entities through topology method. The proposed behavior graph not only provides a more proper data structure for interactive recommendation, but also increases the breadth of features. Furthermore, it can also be applied to learn a variety of topological features.
Concentration Feature and Network Representation Learning
User's concentration degree on news preferences affects characteristics of reading news directly. It's reasonable to assume that users tend to repeat similar behaviors for a certain class of news if they have relatively narrow preferences. In contrast, they will be more likely to behave in a different way if there preferences are extremely wide. In order to personalize the diversity degree, we need take user's concentration feature into account, which will improve the accuracy even further. As discussed in previous section, the coritivity is used to describe the importance of a group of nodes in the network and is widely used in information security and brain graph structure analysis. Based on the user interaction behavior graph, the concept of coritivity is introduced to characterize the user's concentration. As shown in Figure 3 , for each user, we first extract an induced subgraph from interaction behavior graph based on the vertex set that includes this specific user vertex and all adjacent vertices. Then, we calculate core and coritivity for the subgraph. Finally, the pair, where the first entry is the number of vertices in the core and the second entry is the coritivity, will be the concentration feature of this user. The reasonability of this measure comes from the definition and property of core and coritivity.
Considering the NP-hardness of computing the coritivity, we use MMAS algorithm to approximate the coritivity of the user subgraph. The MMAS algorithm is a random search algorithm that simulates the ants foraging behavior in nature. It's an extension of ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm and the approximate solution is sometimes metastable.
For the network representation learning, we implement modified Node2vec algorithm [11] . Note that every piece of news contains multiple features that need to be embedded, such as tags, primary categories, and secondary categories, and these features are displayed as nodes on the interaction behavior graph connected by users nodes with different weights according to different behaviors. So, all features for news nodes naturally integrate the user behavior information. There are about 10 million relations on the behavior graph in total which connect all kinds of nodes. Deepwalk algorithm [26] is not suitable since our graph is weighted unequally. In fact, the reason why we let weight increase as users act from unclick to share is that the weight on each edge is actually a transition probability when we perform random walk to get node sequences on the graph. Based on typical usage custom, the behavior positiveness increases along the sequence of unclick, click, like, follow, comment, share, so the transition probability should also increase correspondingly. We set the length of the random walk to be 20. The node sequence is treated to be the sentence in natural language (the sequence and the nodes in the sequence are equivalent to the sentence and the words in the sentence respectively), and modeled by SkipGram to learn corresponding vector representation. In the end, we get the node embedding of the users, news, topics, posters, tags and categories.
News and Users Representation
How to express the semantic information of entities is a key step in news recommendation. We emphasize the embodiment of the correlation here. Back to the previous step, all nodes on the interaction behavior graph are represented by the network representation learning, which involves information of users behaviors and news. Since every piece of news is also characterized by its own content besides its tags and categories, in this step, we also perform the Chinese word segmentation for news contents to get the embedding of each word from the existing word2vec library. The vector representation of contents together with other features learned from previous step form the embedding matrix of the input news b:
where w b 1 :
] is the word embedding matrix, and tag b 1 :b 9 , cat b 1 ,b 2 are the tag embedding matrix and the category embedding matrix of the news b. We call the tag and category matrix G-embedding.
As shown in Figure 5 , we design an ad-hoc neural network to learn the news representation. First, through searching from user interaction behavior graph, we find several news b 1 , b 2 , · · · , b n that are browsed most recently from news b. It's useful to note that the word embedding and G-embedding are not learned in the same space, so we need map the word embedding from the word space to the graph space, and then combine it with the G-embedding to form the news embedding matrix:
where M, d are trainable transformation matrix and bias. The news with its embedding matrix constitute a multi-layer tensor:
Finally we can derive the news representation through a multichannel CNN and a max-over-time pooling operation on this tensor. Different from news representation, the user concentration feature representation and the user behavior feature representation consist of the user representation together. Further, the user representation together with the news representation form the feature learning part of our recommendation system. In Figure 4 , we feed the embedding matrix of one of candidate news into the network, and then learn its news representation through G-CNN. Meanwhile, the news sequence
is also injected into the network. Same as the candidate news, each embedding matrix will be transformed to a vector through G-CNN. Last, we apply the LSTM method to learn the user's behavior representation.
Behavior Prediction
By now, we have discussed the user and the candidate news representation. Let's consider transforming the ranking problem into a six-classification problem, which is more appropri-ate for interactive news recommendation than CTR prediction. In Tencent News App, users behaviors are divided into six classes. For a specific user, we quantify his/her behavior by counting the number of incidents of various behaviors and deciding his/her behavioral costs. There is a fully connected network to classify the candidate news for user which uses a softmax function to get the probability of each class.
Considering the user interaction behavior graph and the news related information, we define following loss function:
θ k is the k-th input sample, y k i is the true probability distribution,ŷ k i is the predicted probability distribution, l is the real label, L is the Laplacian matrix, F i,k =ŷ k i , and c 1 , c 2 , α i are constants. Our loss function consists of cross entropy, maximum interval regularity and manifold regularity. We apply stochastic gradient descent to train neural network with above loss function.
Experiment
In this section, we test the effectiveness of proposed recommendation system by offline evaluation. We give a brief discussion on the setup of parameters in our model and present the results of comparisons with other state-of-the-art models with using past serving logs.
Dataset Description
The datasets we work on are from the sever logs of Tencent News App. Basically, our data are separated into four datasets. The first set (behavior logs) includes information about user id, timestamp, news id, topic id, behavior. The second set (user profile) includes user id, category 1 id, category 2 id, tag id. The other two sets are indexes: one set (news index) contains news id, topic id, content, category 1 id, category 2 id, poster id; the other (topic index) contains topic id, title, category 1 id, category 2 id, tag id. We should mention that the primary category and secondary category in last three sets are not exactly same. Some categories are special and appear only in one dictionary. When we construct interaction behavior graph, we use all information in four datasets, which means each category/topic/tag corresponds to one node, as long as it appears in one of four datasets. We approximately sample 220 thousand users in total, and collect data from June 19, 2018 to July 16, 2018 as the training set, and July 17, 2018 as the test set. There are 4,604,572 logs in the training set in total and 289,610 logs in test set. The basic statistics of the news dataset are shown in Table 1 . From the Table 1 , we see there are about 10 million relations in the user interaction behavior graph which connect all kinds of nodes. Statistics of sorted users behaviors for both training set and test set are summarized in Figure 6 . The behavior distribution have a rather high weight on "click" and low weight on "share".
Evaluation Metric
To make our six-classification task comparable with other advanced biclassification models, we treat "unclick" behavior as negative class and the other five behaviors as positive class when we evaluate the performance. We apply two popular metrics to evaluate the rankings provided by each model.
One is the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC). Here ROC is the shorthand for receiver operating characteristic. The ROC curve is created by plotting the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) at various threshold settings. TPR is also known as sensitivity, recall, or probability of detection, while FPR is also known as the fall-out or probability of false alarm. By definition of AUC, the metric can describe the probability that the model will rank positive samples in front of negative samples. Therefore, AUC is often used for evaluating models that doing ranking task, such as search and recommendation. AUC is not sensitive to the ratio of positive and negative samples. In the case of sample imbalance, the classifier can still be reasonably evaluated through AUC. Further, the calculation method of AUC also considers the ability of a classifier to classify positive and negative samples. This classification ability is closely related to the probability and threshold on ROC curve. Generally, the better the classification ability (the larger the AUC), the more reasonable the output probability, and the more reasonable the ranking result.
The other is the click-through rate (CTR). In our paper, we use precision as the offline surrogate of CTR, defined as precision = true positive true positive + false positive .
Note that offline evaluation of CTR plays an important role in the company's technical processes, since an appropriate offline evaluation can save a lot of time, labor, and resource costs.
Baseline and Parameter Setup
We use five state-of-the-art methods listed in Table 2 as baselines in our experiments. [27] is a generic approach that allows to mimic most of factorization models through the feature engineering. There are two general FM-based models for recommendation, LibFM and DeepFM. LibFM [28] is a feature-based factorization model and widely used in CTR prediction. In our work, the input feature of each piece of news for LibFM has three parts: TF-IDF features, tags, and categories. We concatenate the features of users and candidate news to input into LibFM. DeepFM [12] is a general deeplearning-based model for recommendation, which combines the power of factorization machines for recommendation and deep learning for feature learning in a new neural network architecture. The input of DeepFM is the same as LibFM. YouTubeNet [9] is split in two parts according to the classic two-stage information retrieval dichotomy: a deep candidate generation model and a separate deep ranking model. We only use the second part to compare the performance in interactive news recommendation problem.
Above three methods are widely used in news recommendation and have good performance. The next two state-of-theart algorithms are related to our method. [23] proposed an embedding-based method, which starts with representations of articles based on a variant of denoising autoencoder, and generates user representation by using a recurrent neural network (RNN) with browsing history as input sequence. We denote this embedding-based method by LSTM. As the comparison, DKN [37] is a content-based deep recommendation framework for click-through rate prediction. We only use the CNN part in their model to compare the ranking result.
Parameter setup: Since all baselines are targeted at biclassification task and there is limited work that considers sixclassification task for news recommendation, we will combine all five positive behaviors together as one positive class when training baseline models. Also, we only use previous five triggered news to predict next one for each user (i.e. n = 5 in (5)). Here the timestamp comes from the first dataset. Throughout our experiments, we apply mini-batch Adam for adjusting learning rate. The mini-batch size is set to be 1200 and the initial learning rate is 0.01. The dimension of vector representations of users and news is fixed at 300. The hidden layer in LSTM has 50 dimensions and CNN has 50 convolution kernels per layer. We repeat every setup for five times and report the average and maximum deviation as results. As stated before, we make use of the heuristic algorithm, MMAS, to calculate the core and coritivity of the user subgraph. The maximum iteration of MMAS is set to be 50. Other parameters for the baselines are set as described in corresponding references.
Experimental Result
We summarize the comparison results of different models as follows. To test the effectiveness of our concentration feature, environmental semantics (used in G-CNN), manifold regularity (R 2 penalty in (6)), and also attention network (used in LSTM, see Figure 4 ), we first simplify our proposed model by removing all above techniques. The vanilla model is denoted as G-BBAN. The effectiveness of above four critical components will be tested later. As stated before, we combine five positive behaviors as one positive class to calculate AUC and CTR, which we think is a fair way to make our model comparable with other biclassification models.
The comparison results are shown in Table 3 . From the table, we see G-BBAN has the best score for both metrics, while the LibFM performs worst. We can draw the conclusion that deep models are effective in capturing the relations and dependencies in interactive news data. This is because that other deep-learning-based baselines also outperform LibFM by 1.2% to 7.5% on AUC and 3.3% to 9.0% on CTR. The YouTubeNet only uses several ReLU layers and a Softmax layer to predict the class probabilities. CNN-based and LSTM-based methods can learn latent news representation better and achieve a better score. Our method G-BBAN uses the G-CNN to combine the word embedding with the tag and category embedding, and then uses the LSTM to learn the user representation. It achieves the best performance. As for effectiveness, we find that both CNN and LSTM in baseline take 5 hours around to train, and so does our method though we have a hybrid network. LibFM is quite different which takes only 1 hour. But its prediction is very poor. Our method can ensure that the system is upgraded multiple times per day.
Further, to demonstrate the efficacy of the core and coritivity, we introduce user concentration feature into our model and each baseline model as well and do comparison again. The results are presented in Table 4 .
From Table 4 , we see including the core and coritivity to the system does improve the performance for most of methods. The usage of user concentration feature is effective to boost the performance of our proposed G-BBAN. Specifically, the AUC of CNN-based, LSTM-based, and our method increases by 1.1%, 2.1% and 2.9%, respectively. It's more significant on recurrent models, although the score of the LibFM, DeepFM and YouTubeNet does not increase prominently, or even decreased. We attribute the improvement of core and coritivity to two reasons: (i) the coritivity quantifies the importance of core nodes and helps to distinguish different users from an unitary perspective; (ii) in real dataset, the behavior sequence reflects user's concentration degree in some sense and our interaction behavior graph can make behavior patter more clear, which is further dug out by core and coritivity.
In addition, to test the efficacy of other components in our model, we consider several variants of vanilla G-BBAN and compare itself from following four aspects.
(a) the usage of attention network and manifold regularity (MR);
(b) the usage of the core and coritivity (GF).
(c) the choice of network representation learning method: Deepwalk where weights are set equally; Node2vec where weights are set as (3) with p = 1, q = 2; modified Node2vec where weights are set as we mentioned in Section 3;
(d) the usage of environmental news semantics information (ENSI): the depth (or radius) of environment varies from 1 to 9. For example, depth=9 means, when we learn news representation for a specific piece of news, we include all embedding matrices of 9 closest news around it as environmental semantics, with weights decreasing proportionally with respect to depth. In this case, news(b) in (4) will be an embedding tensor and the total number of channels of G-CNN is 10; From the Table 5 , G-BBAN with an attention network works better than vanilla method, because attention network can capture users' diverse reading interests. The AUC score increases from 69.7% to 71.6%. Using the real weight to generate random walk sequence also achieves better result than Deepwalk and Node2vec, due to the reflection of user preferences and relation among entities. Moreover, combining environment semantics with entity semantics appropriately benefits behavior prediction. Last, G-BBAN with including concentration feature outperforms other variants, regardless of using the attention network or not. But our experiment shows including both concentration feature and attention network will achieve the best score in two metrics. So we conclude that core and coritivity are able to capture the feature of users interests concentration, and are helpful to attain a tremendous improvement from vanilla method.
Conclusion
In the paper, we propose a graph-based broad behavior-aware network (G-BBAN) to resolve the challenges in news recommendation, such as losing sight of the multiple feedback, behavior sequence representation and personalized diversity demand. We establish an interaction behavior graph for structuring the multi-level and multi-category data, which is the data foundation of the recommendation. G-BBAN outputs six probabilities of users' potential behaviors for each piece of candidate news. We design an improved Deepwalk to learn the node embedding that contains the information of users behaviors and uneven association among various nodes. The G-CNN and attention-based LSTM is applied to learn the news and users historical behaviors representations. The experimental results show the effectiveness and superiority of our proposed method. For the future work, one interesting extension is about the correlation between two continuous behaviors. How to find a reasonable way to measure the affect of previous behavior on the next behavior apart from news affect is unknown to us. Also, defining a metric to measure the news diversity, which may require to predict a series of news instead of one item of news, is also an open project.
